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Interpreting special characters: shell expansion, quot-

ing, and regular expressions

The following are special characters:

$ * < > & ? { } [ ]

in the sense that the shell interprets them in a special way, unless the user places them
inside (different types) of quotes. When you invoke a command, the shell first translates
the strings that form the command in a way that it understands. This is call shell

expansion, and is done based on a set of rules. As a rule of thumb, a string containing no

special characters is left unchanged. However, there are other rules for shell expansion
involving strings containing the above special characters. As you will see, these rules
allow you to write commands in a very compact way.

Sometimes you may want the shell to not interpret these special characters. In this
case, you have to let the shell know it should not apply the expansion rules. This is
achieved by quoting the strings. As you may sometimes want not to interpret some
characters, but interpret others, there are different flavors of quoting. The bash shell
recognizes 3 types of quoting: “ “ (double quotes), ’ ’ (single quotes), and ‘ ‘ (back
quotes). We will look at each of them.

You can do many things using special characters and quoting. For example, when
you search for data in a file that matches a certain pattern, the grep utility comes in
handy, and with it the power to understand a string containing special characters as a
pattern (regular expression). We will look at some examples at the end of the lecture.

Shell expansion

Strings not containing special characters are left unchanged:
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>echo This is lecture 2

>This is lecture 2

This is not the case in the following example:

>echo *

cs214 presentation.gz lecture1.pdf lecture2.pdf

lecture3.pdf

What happens? The shell replaces * with all the names of files in the current directory.
Similarly, the shell replaces *.pdf with the names of all files in the current directory,
ending in .pdf:

>echo *.pdf

lecture1.pdf lecture2.pdf lecture3.pdf

>echo *[1-2].pdf

lecture1.pdf lecture2.pdf

Similarly, the shell expands *[1-2].pdf to all filenames ending in either 1.pdf, or 2.pdf.
These are all examples of path expansion.

In general, the following rules apply:

• ? matches any character

• * matches 0 or more characters

• [] matches any character in between the brakets.

For example, [abc]?? matches any string of 3 characters starting with a, b or c; to match
all strings of 3 characters starting with any character, except a, b,or c, use [!abc]??.

The shell also expands {s1, s2, s3} into the sequence s1 s2 s3 (brace expansion); for
example {s,b}unny is tanslated as sunny bunny.˜is expanded to your home directory,
while ñame is expanded to the home directory of user name.

The shell interprets $ in a special way: if var is a variable, $var is interpreted as an
instruction to locate the variable var and returns the value of var; if cmd is a command,
$(cmd) is translated into the result of executing cmd.

>echo $PATH

/usr/kerberos/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/bin

>echo PATH

PATH

>echo $(pwd)

/amd/panda/b/petride/latex2e
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Controlling character interpretation

To make sure the shell does not interpret $, you have to escape it:

>echo \$

$

Same functionality can be achieved by quoting $ as ’$’ or ”$”. The same is true for the
other special characters. The rule to remember is that no special character inside single
quotes ’ ’ is interpreted. Variable and command substitution can be still performed if
you use double quotes ” ”:

>echo "$USER $(pwd)" ’$USER’ ’$(pwd)’

petride /amd/panda/b/petride/latex2e $USER $(pwd)

Another way of letting the shell know to interpret a sequence of strings cmd as the result
of executing the command cmd is to use back quoting:

>echo subdirectories: ‘ls -F | grep /‘

>cs214

>echo today is ‘date‘

>today is Tue Feb 22 15:15:34 EST 2005

You can now understand more complex (intricate) commands:

>echo "I am ’$USER’ and today is ‘date‘"

I am ’sabina’ and today is Tue Feb 22 10:51:37 EST 2005

Note: shell variables

There are a number of predefined variables that give you useful information about your
environment. Some of the them are HOME (your home directory), PATH (a listing of
all paths a search is directed to), USER (your user name), SHELL (your login shell),
DISPLAY (your display number), PS1 (your prompt symbol(s)). You can see a listing
of these variables by typing printenv. Apart from these variables, you can define your
own variables. Let var be a variable that initially is undefined:

>echo $var

Use set to define (change the value of) var:

>set var 10

>echo $var

10
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Many times you will want to ask the user for input; in these cases you also want to store
the answer into a variable. You can achieve this with the read command:

>read -p "Do you want to erase this file? (y/n) " ans

Do you want to erase this file? (y/n) y

>echo $(ans)

y

If we start another shell, the new shell does not know the value of var, unless we export

it:

>bash

>echo $var

>exit

>echo $var

10

>export var

>bash

>echo $var

10

Regular expressions

As you probably know, you can search data in a file of a certain pattern by using the
grep utility and passing it the pattern (also called regular expression) as argument. You
can think of a regular expression as a set of strings; these strings are said to match the
expression. There are again rules to define what stands for a correctly written regular
expression and what not; and again, special characters play an important role. Here are
some of the rules:

• . matches any single character

• ? matches 0 or 1 occurences of the character immediately preceeding

• + matches 1 or more occurences of the character immediately preceeding

• * matches 0 or more ocurences of the character immediately preceeding

• [c1,c2] matches either character

• e1 | e2 matches any string matched by e1 or by e2

• ˆ matches the beginning of a line
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• $ matches the end of a line

• e\{ i, j \} matches between i and j occurences of strings that match e

Let’s look at some examples:

>ls | grep ’Aexam*’

>Aexam8.TEX

Aexam9.aux

Aexam9.dvi

Aexam9.log

Aexam9.ps

Aexam9.tex

Aexam9.TEX

>ls | grep ’Aexam[1-9].ps’

>Aexam9.ps

>ls | grep ’[A,a]exam[1-9]\{1,2\}.[TEX|tex]’

>Aexam8.TEX

Aexam9.tex

Aexam9.TEX

>cat reg.txt

This vibrantly intelligent, unflinching,

never before told bio pic of American legend,

Ray Charles, chronicles ...

To search for lines starting with capital letters we use the following command:

> cat reg.txt | grep ’^[[:upper:]]’

This vibrantly intelligent, unflinching,

Ray Charles, chronicles ...

Suppose now that we want to count the number of words starting with capital letters.
One solution is

>cat reg.txt | tr ’ ’ ’\n’ | grep ’^[[:upper:]]’ | wc -l

4

This is how this works:

• tr ’ ’ ’\n’ translates every space into a new line

• the grep command is feeded each line at a time; it outputs only those lines starting
with capital letters
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• each such line (wich happens to have only one word) is feeded to the wc command

• wc -l counts the number of lines fed as input.

In the next example we see that, in a regular expression, $ matches the end of a line:

>grep ’ing[|[:punct:]]$’ < reg.txt

This vibrantly intelligent, unflinching,

Notice what happens if we do not quote the regular expression

>grep ing[|[:punct:]]$ <reg.txt

grep: Invalid regular expression

bash: [:punct:]]$: command not found

Once more, grep is told to interpret what is quoted as a regular expression; otherwise,
the shell expansion is performed, and in our case the shell cannot make sense of what it
translates as a command.
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